
 

 

 

 

Northville DDA Design Committee Meeting 

Monday, July 23, 2020 Meeting Room A – 9:00 am 
 

Meeting Agenda  

 
1. Review Branding and Entranceway Signage (Attachment 1) 
 
2. Project Updates (Attachment 2) 
 
3. Next Steps 

 
4. Adjourned 
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Design Committee Updates 

Bench Program 
Of the original bench order, all of the benches have been sponsored and have been 
installed. One bench will be installed in Joe Denton Park when DPW is able to pour the 
concrete pad. The DDA budget for fiscal year 2020-21 includes the purchase of 10 
additional benches, whose cost will be offset by sponsorship. There are currently 5 of the 
older wooden benches still installed downtown. Two of the benches that are part of the 
second order have been purchased. The fabrication of the benches and plaques was 
slowed considerable due to the pandemic. The 2nd order of benches is due end of August. 

Downtown Mural 
DDA Board, members expressed support for a horse racing themed mural at Main and 
Centre Streets rather than a historic photo of the downtown. The mural is included in the bid 
package along with the Entranceway Signage. DDA staff asked Bizzel Design to look at ways 
to bring the cost down. The size of the sign was reduced. Buzz is providing a new quote for the mural. 

Entranceway Signs 
Discussion to finalize Bizzel’s new signs and logo design to take place at the Design 
Committee’s July 23rd meeting. See attached packet.   

Bike Racks and Hoops 
Now that Main and Center Streets have been closed through the end of October the DDA 
has witnessed an increase in bike traffic. The DDA staff would like additional bike racks at 
all the major intersections so people can park their bikes and walk the streets. There is no 
bike riding allowed in the closed off areas for pedestrian safety. The Northville Police have 
put up “No Biking” signs at all the major intersections. The DDA reached out to D&D Bikes 
to see if they had any bike racks they would be willing to share during the shutdown.  
Ordering new bike racks and single hoops is a top priority for the DDA.  

Fountain Repair 
The DDA Board decided to hire Empire Tile & Marble Company to repair the fountain. Their 
bid was the most reasonable ($3,980.00) because they were just repairing the missing tiles 
and not redoing the entire fountain. This is not a permanent fix but should last 3-5 years. 
At that time, the DDA will need to reevaluate what is needed for a more permanent fix. This 
could be done in conjunction with a project to repair the pavilion. The DDA Board also 
discussed a cover to protect the fountain during the winter. 

Induction Lights Retrofit 
The City’s new Sustainability Committee has been meeting and discussing the use of LED 
vs. Induction lighting for the retro fit kits. They are recommending Induction. DDA staff has 
an estimate for the kit itself which is $187.80. In addition, a mounting bracket is  
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required. The DDA has one estimate from out lighting company to manufacture the bracket 
for $ 53 a pole. Ward has reached out to Rick Cox, to see if he can manufacture the part 
locally. DPW has indicated that they are too busy and do not necessarily have the correct 
licensing to install all of the kits and the DDA will need to contract out the labor. There is a 
current budget of $30,000. 
 
Overhead Festoon Lights 
DDA Board approved the repair of the Festoon Lighting by Green Electrical. The total cost 
was $11,800 and the job has been completed. The budget was $18,000 so there was a 
considerable cost savings and the lights look like new. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Cross Street Banners 
DDA staff would like more than a plain pole. Signs by Crannie has provided one pole and 
Buzz has supplied another. The cost for Buzz’s design, fabrication and installation of the 
two sets of poles is $45,000. The overstreet banners can be fabricated at a reduced cost 
using cast aluminum poles and mesh banner fabric. DDA staff has provided the curb to 
curb street width so that Buzz can prepare wind load calculations and develop a final 
cost. The difference between steel and aluminum is about $5000 less in materials. 
 
Trash Receptacles 

 Given the recent shutdown of the Main & Center Streets 
the Downtown is generating more garbage.  Temporarily, 
we have put out uncovered red barrels from the DPW 
yard. These are not a long-term solution given they have 
no lid to protect the garbage from rain and this makes 
disposing of the trash heavy and wet.  Also, these red 
barrels are unattractive and have only been used for 
shorter weekend events. DDA staff has done research 
into other trash receptacles with lids that would be a more 
attractive and permanent solution to the increased trash.   
 
 
 
 



Earlier this week, the DDA ordered 10 new 42-gallon black waste container and dome lid 
set.  Additionally, the lid works to prevent rain water from filling the bag and keep patrons 
from placing trash on the lid's top. The total cost with shipping was $2,100.  
 
Tables, Chairs, Umbrellas: 
With the requirement for social distancing the DDA recommended 
the purchase of additional Tables, Chairs, and umbrellas for 
downtown. Old Church Square and Town Square are being  
utilized as common areas and tables, chairs and umbrellas have  
provided an alternative place for people to sit and have a cup of 
coffee or meet a friend. DDA staff has spoken to the owners of 
Center Street Grill and Tuscan Café who have both offered to 
assist the DDA with picking up Old Church Square, wiping down 
tables and putting down the umbrellas as the end of the day.  
 
The DDA purchased a style of chair that is similar to, but not 
exactly the same as the chairs in Town Square. The original chairs 
require a 16 week lead time to fabricate and ship. The total cost 
for 16 chairs, 4 tables were approximately $2,500. In addition to the table and chairs the DDA has 
purchased 4 new umbrellas and refurbished some of our older umbrellas. In addition to Old Church 
Square we have also added more seating to the area on N. Center street near Main. There is plenty 
of space in the streets and the tables and chairs are being well utilized. DDA staff is considering 
more tables and chairs should the Social District be approved by City Council.   
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